Shelters for pollinators

Many invertebrates from beetles to woodlice and spiders to centipedes live, breed or hibernate in dark refuges such as
amongst or under logs, stones or dead vegetation.
As well as making bug hotels and bee hibernation boxes, there are lots of things you can do around the school, or
garden, to create safe havens for different pollinators.
M
 ake a deadwood habitat.
M
 ake a rock pile – unwanted or broken bricks, concrete, clay pots and
paving slabs work really well.
L eave things to rot - leaf piles and compost heaps are fantastic warm,
damp environments for pollinators. Bees will often build their nests in
undisturbed compost heaps.
Leave
an area to grow wild. Carder bumblebees will make their nest in

long, tussocky grass.
 lant a hedgerow – many bumblebees will build nests underneath
P
hedgerows.
Plant
evergreen shrubs and climbers as leafy winter lairs for bugs.

L eave hollow stems and seed heads as snug winter hideaways for small
insects and spiders.
Make
pollinator breeding spots.
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Dead wood habitats

Pollinator breeding spots

Log piles

Solitary bee hotels

These are really as simple as the sound – make some
piles of old logs, lying them horizontally on the ground
and then leave them alone. Try putting some in the
shade and some in sunny spots and you’ll get different
insects using them. Let moss and lichen grow on them,
but don’t be afraid to turn them over to get a good look
at the bugs!

Solitary bees use hollow tubes as nest sites – they lay
their eggs in the holes and seal them up with chewed
mud. It’s really easy to create solitary bee hotels, all you
need are bamboo canes, secateurs and twine or string.
Cut the bamboo into lengths of 10 – 20cm, and tie
together in a bundle with the string. Hang the hotel in a
sunny but sheltered spot, about 1.5m off the ground.

Stumperies

Bumblebee nest spots

Dig a hole in the ground, and instead of lying the logs
flat on the ground, stand some up vertically in it, so
that half the log is in the hole. Pack soil in the gaps of
the hole to bury the bases of the logs. This will support
species like Stag beetles that like damp submerged
dead wood.

It’s very difficult to encourage bumblebees to nest in
a specific spot, but it’s worth having a go, and all you
need is a flowerpot (under 20cm in diameter), and a
bit of hose or pipe. Dig a shallow hole in the ground,
and put in the flowerpot, upside down (so the bottom is
facing up) with more than half of it still above ground.
Fill the pot with nesting materials, such as sawdust or
hay bedding for pet guinea pigs. Run the hose or pipe
underground from underneath the plant pot, making an
obvious entrance around 10cm away. Make sure that
the hose has small drainage holes in it so it doesn’t
flood! If the plant pot has a hole in the bottom, cover it
with a piece of tile or slate to keep it dry.		

Bee stumps
It is easy to buy off-the-peg bee hotels, but it’s so
simple and cheap to make your own, and you can
make them so that they appeal to many different
bee species! All you need are some logs, or wooden
posts and a drill with lots of different sized drill bits
(from 2mm right up to 10mm). Set some of the posts
standing in sunny spots, and some lying in a shady
spot. Drill a range of different sized holes in them, and
you’ll have hibernation homes and breeding spots for
lots of different bees.

Standing deadwood
If there are any trees that need to be felled, can
you leave a section of the trunk in place to create
shelter for pollinators that prefer standing deadwood?
Alternatively, if there are old fence posts or tree
branches lying around, can you hammer these into the
ground safely to create the same habitat?

along the John Muir way

You can also improvise by creating an underground
nest site by digging a hole, putting a ball of moss or dry
grass in the bottom and covering with a slab so as to
leave a small entrance.

Hoverfly lagoons
Many species of hoverfly have an aquatic stage to their
lifecycle, and suitable habitat is vital for them to lay
their eggs in. Creating a small hoverfly lagoon will really
help them. All you need is a small container, such
as an empty drinks bottle, pack it with plant matter
(like moss) and sink it shallowly into the ground. Fill
it with water, and you’re done. For more information
on hoverfly lagoons, visit the Hoverfly Lagoon project
website: http://thebuzzclub.uk/Hoverfly_Lagoons.php

